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Huawei moves to dispel security 
concerns about its products 

KUWAIT: Kuwait Finance House - Bahrain “KFH-Bahrain”
has announced the launch of its New ‘Libshara’ Savings
Investment Account Campaign, starting January 2019,
where over a period of 12 months more than 900 winners
will stand a chance to win one of six Luxury Apartments in
Durrat Marina, located near Durrat Al Bahrain, or one of
six Grand Cash prizes of $50,000; in addition to other
cash prizes and new special segments.

First launched in 2012, KFH-Bahrain’s award winning
“Libshara” account has
provided the market with a
new investment savings
account scheme that revo-
lutionized this type of
product offering by being
the first to offer major
prizes such as villas, land
and apartments, and has
since witnessed high suc-
cess and a growing cus-
tomer base. Given the vari-
ety of valuable awards
offered along with the
attractive financial profits,
the “Libshara” account is
considered one of the best
savings accounts available

in the Kingdom; since its launch more than 4,000 winners
have received valuable prizes including cash, luxury cars,
and real estate properties; ranging from properties in
Diyar Al-Muharraq, Apartments in Marassi Al Bahrain, and
luxurious villas in Durrat Al-Bahrain and Ishbiliya Village.
KFH continues to provide more attractive awards associ-
ated with the account, in line with its efforts and continues
to reward its customers and exceed expectations.

Subah Abdullatif Al-Zayani Deputy Head of Retail
Banking Group at KFH-Bahrain, revealed: “In line with our
continuous efforts to provide the best banking products and
services to our valued customers, we are pleased to
announce the launch of the New 2019 edition of the
‘Libshara’ Savings Investment Account, which will encompass
valuable prizes and new special segments, providing a variety
of opportunities and increasing number of lucky winners.”

“The new campaign will include cash prizes, alongside
six fully furnished apartments of one and two bedrooms,
inclusive of a two-year contract free of service charges at
Durrat Marina, located near Durrat Al-Bahrain; one of the
most prestigious developments in the Kingdom of Bahrain,
offering a luxurious lifestyle at the sea,” he added.

The Libshara 2019 campaign also grows its Special
Segment prizes categories. Along with the main grand
prizes, sixty winners will stand a chance to win 10 monthly
cash prizes of $500 in categories of “Our Women,” “Our
children,” “Our Savers” and “Our cards”, as well as two new
winner segments, “Our Jazeel”, for Libshara customers who
open a “Jazeel saving investment account” using Jazeel by
KFH app, and “VIVA” where every BD 50 spent on VIVA
Business Mobile, Broadband, and ICT services entitles
VIVA corporate clients to win prizes with a value of $500.

The Durrat Marina project is one of the waterfront
developments in the Kingdom of Bahrain with a project
value of approximately $1.5 billion. It consists of three
artificial islands with open sea faÁades and various real
estate components such as residential villas and towers,
condominiums, a hotel, commercial buildings, and yacht
club. Located to the south of the Kingdom, this unique real
estate development is a haven away from the hustle and
bustle of everyday life, providing a tranquil environment
and laid back lifestyle perfect for the entire family.

The ‘Libshara’ Savings Investment Account is a sharia-
compliant savings scheme that offers clients valuable
monthly prizes. For every BD50 or its equivalent in USD
saved for a period of 30 days prior to the end of the
month, clients are entitled to enter the monthly cash draws.
While an investment period of 90 days is equal to one
chance at entering the grand prizes raffle draws, 180 days
gives two chances and 360 days three chances. 

KFH-Bahrain 
offers 6 luxury 
apartments in 
Durrat Marina

Company cooperating with Japanese government

Burgan Bank 
announces 
winners of 
Yawmi draw
KUWAIT: Burgan Bank announced
yesterday the names of the daily
draw winners of its Yawmi account
draw, each taking home a cash-prize
of KD 5,000.

The lucky winners are: 
1. Sami Mijbel Nasser Hassan
2. Fakhruddin Ali Husain Dawala
3. Adel Safar Mohammad Mohammad
4. Ali Iseri

In addition to the daily draw, Burgan
Bank also offers a quarterly draw with
more chances to win higher rewards,
offering the chance to one lucky cus-
tomer to win KD 125,000 every three
months. The Yawmi Account offers dai-
ly and quarterly draws, wherein the
quarterly draw requires customers to
maintain a minimum amount of KD 500
in their account for two months prior to
the draw date. Additionally, every KD
10 in the account will entitle customers
to one chance of winning.  If the
account balance is KD 500 and above,
the account holder will be qualified for
both the quarterly and daily draws.  

Burgan Bank encourages everyone
to open a Yawmi account and/or
increase their deposit to maximize their
chances of becoming a winner. The
higher the level of the deposit, the
higher the likelihood to win. 

SHENZHEN: Huawei is cooperating with the Japanese
government and bolstering purchases of parts in Japan to
ease concerns that its products could be used in espi-
onage or cyber-attacks by Beijing.

“It is just normal for the government, telecommunica-
tions companies and society at large to take an interest in
security and the protection of privacy,” Wang Jianfeng,
president of Huawei Technologies Japan KK, said.
“Compared with our rivals, we have taken more safeguard
measures to ensure security, including the use of a third-
party safety assessment organization,” Wang added.

Wang said he believes the Japanese government’s deci-
sion to effectively ban ministries and agencies from buying
Chinese telecommunications equipment starting in fiscal
2019 “is not targeted at specific companies,” but he con-
firmed that Huawei is holding talks with the Ministry of
Internal Affairs and Communications and the Ministry of
Economy, Trade and Industry.

Wang also said that Huawei’s global business prospects
for 5G are good, and the company has already signed 26
contracts and shipped more than 10,000 5G base stations.

“You cannot resolve concerns about cybersecurity
even if you eliminate a leading company from the compe-
tition,” he said. “That would only stall the introduction of
the new technology and add to the burden of consumers
in the end.”

Japan is important market for Huawei in terms of
procuring core parts. The company spent an estimated
670 billion yen ($6.06 billion), up 40 percent from a year
earlier, for parts bought in the Japanese market in 2018.
Huawei will “further bolster” such purchases in 2019, Wang
said. The company has already opened a new research and
development center in Osaka Prefecture to strengthen its
ties with Japanese suppliers, he added.

Some analysts have already suggested that banning
Huawei will create a vacuum that no one can fill in a timely

fashion, and may seriously impair 5G deployments world-
wide as Huawei has recently announced through its rotat-
ing chairman Ken Hu that it has secured 25 commercial
contracts, ranking number one among all ICT equipment
providers, having already shipped more than 10,000 base
stations to markets around the world.

In his New Year Letter to the company
180.000employees working in over 170 countries world-
wide, Huawei Rotating Chairman Guo Ping expressed his
confidence about the company business performance as
Huawei never stopped pushing forward, and as a result the
company 2018 sales revenue is expected to reach $108.5
billion, up 21 percent year-on-year.    

Commenting on the current 5G challenges and allega-
tions Huawei is faced with, Guo Ping said: “For 5G markets
that choose to not work with Huawei-they will be like an
NBA game without star players: the game will go on, but
with less deftness, flair, and expertise”. 

Huawei said it will ramp up 5G development efforts. The
company is rolling up its sleeves, vowing to push on with
its 5G network development despite its technology being
banned by some Western nations. Huawei Chairman Liang

Hua told media last week that the firm’s operations remain
“normal” even as it faces a “complicated environment”. 

“In the face of a crisis of confidence from the West, first
we must do our own work well, and continue to build
Huawei’s competitiveness in the field of 5G. “We believe

that customers will make their own decisions.” To that end,
Huawei is planning to release its first 5G-enabled smart-
phone in the first half of 2019, and will achieve “commer-
cial scale” of those phones by the second half of 2019,
Liang added. 

Subah Al-Zayani

Nissan unveils 
invisible-to-visible 
technology 
concept at CES
YOKOHAMA:  At the upcoming CES trade
show, Nissan will unveil its future vision for
a vehicle that helps drivers “see the invisi-
ble” by merging both real and virtual
worlds, creating the ultimate connected-
car experience.

Invisible-to-Visible, or I2V, is a future
technology created through Nissan
Intelligent Mobility, the company’s vision
for changing how cars are powered, driven
and integrated into society. I2V will
demonstrate the future of driving to CES
visitors through an interactive, three-
dimensional immersion experience at
Nissan’s display.

I2V will support drivers by merging
information from sensors outside and
inside the vehicle with data from the cloud.
This enables the system not only to track
the vehicle’s immediate surroundings but
also to anticipate what’s ahead - even
showing what’s behind a building or
around the corner. To make driving more
enjoyable, guidance is given in an interac-
tive, human-like way, such as through
avatars that appear inside the car.

By tapping into the virtual world, I2V
opens up endless possibilities for service
and communication - making driving more
convenient, comfortable and exciting. “By
helping you see the invisible, I2V enhances
your confidence and makes driving more
enjoyable,” said Tetsuro Ueda, an expert
leader at the Nissan Research Center. “The
interactive features create an experience
that’s tailored to your interests and driving
style so that anyone can enjoy using it in
their own way.”

Connected driving 
I2V is powered by Nissan’s Omni-

Sensing technology, which acts as a hub
gathering real-time data from the traffic
environment and from the vehicle’s sur-
roundings and interior. Nissan’s SAM
(Seamless Autonomous Mobility) technol-
ogy analyzes the road environment
through relevant real-time information, and
the ProPILOT semiautonomous driver
support system provides information about
the car’s surroundings.

The technology maps a 360-degree vir-
tual space around the car to provide infor-
mation about things like road and intersec-
tion status, visibility, signage or nearby
pedestrians. It can also monitor the people
inside the vehicle by using interior sensors
to better anticipate when they may need
assistance with finding something or a cof-

fee break to stay alert. I2V can also con-
nect drivers and passengers to people in
the Metaverse virtual world. This makes it
possible for family, friends or others to
appear inside the car as three-dimensional,
augmented-reality avatars to provide com-
pany or assistance.

More support during autonomous 
or manual driving 

During autonomous driving, I2V can
make the time spent in a car more comfort-
able and enjoyable. For example, when
driving in the rain, the scenery of a sunny
day can be projected inside the vehicle.

When visiting a new place, the system
can search within the Metaverse for a
knowledgeable local guide who can commu-
nicate with people in the vehicle in real time. 

Information provided by the guide can
be collected with Omni-Sensing and stored
in the cloud so that others visiting the same
area can access the useful guidance. It can
also be used by the onboard artificial intel-
ligence system to provide a more efficient
drive through local areas.

During manual driving, I2V provides
information from Omni-Sensing as an over-
lay in the driver’s full field of view. The
information helps drivers assess and pre-
pare for things like corners with poor visi-
bility, irregular road surface conditions or
oncoming traffic.

The driver can also book a professional
driver from the Metaverse to get personal
instruction in real time. The professional
driver appears as a projected avatar or as a
virtual chase car in the driver’s field of
vision to demonstrate the best way to drive.

Not only will I2V display information
about congestion and estimated travel
time; it can communicate unique details to
better inform the driver about the road
ahead, removing unknowns to ease driving
stress. I2V will give alternative sugges-
tions, even down to the best-moving lane
in heavy traffic, by using real-time local
data mapping via Omni-Sensing.

Upon arrival at a destination, I2V can
access SAM to scan for parking spaces
and park the vehicle for the driver in situa-
tions requiring difficult parking maneuvers.

I2V demonstration at Nissan’s display 
Visitors to CES can experience I2V at

Nissan’s display by putting on a pair of
augmented-reality goggles and stepping
inside a demonstration cockpit featuring
three-dimensional interfaces and displays.
Users are guided through scenarios includ-
ing a tour of a city, receiving help to find
an open parking space at a busy mall, see-
ing a rainy day outside change to a sunny
day inside the car, chasing a professional
driver avatar to improve driving skills and
exploring how I2V can see through build-
ings and around corners. CES 2019 runs
from Jan. 8-11 at the Las Vegas Convention
Center. Nissan welcomes all attendees to
its display (6906) in the North Hall. 

Panasonic
unveils new
steam iron
range for the 
Kuwaiti market
KUWAIT: Panasonic has announced the
launch in Kuwait of a new range of steam
irons intelligently designed for high per-
formance and ease of use.  The U Series
steam iron models JU700, U550 and
U400 feature a big ceramic soleplate
allowing the user to cover a much wider
ironing area in far fewer strokes, while
their ergonomically-designed handle and
low height assure maximum comfort like
never before.

In addition to its wider width, the sole-
plate is curved and has a unique U-shape
for smooth and effortless ironing.  It also
features 27 vents along the U-shape
groove for steam distribution, essential for
softening the fabric and removing wrin-
kles.  Thanks to its precision tip, these
iron models are perfect for reaching the
creases in the trickiest areas, making iron-
ing less of a chore.

Apart from these, the irons are also
built with the power shot steam system.
This Panasonic innovation allows large
quantities of concentrated steam to pene-
trate deeply into the fabric so that it nev-
er loses its texture.  Power shot is also
ideal for removing odor caught in hard-
to-wash garments, such as knitted items
and suits.  A micro spray blast feature
also adds to efficient ironing, while anti-
drip function prevents leakage from the
steam holes.

The irons’ lifespans are also assured,
not only with their heavy-duty design, but
with their three-way cleaning system as
well.  Anti-calc prevents calcium build-up
in the water tank, while the self-cleaning
button is for releasing excess water in the
same compartment for instant and hassle-
free maintenance.  To top it all off, the
power shot aids in removing remaining
water and calcium scale completely, pre-
venting steam holes from getting clogged.

“The JU700, U550 and U400 steam
irons al l  boast the same excellent
Japanese craftsmanship and unmatched
efficiency you’ve come to expect from
Panasonic products.  Not many steam
irons can boast of these intelligent fea-

tures so you can be assured of that you
are getting the best of the best with our U
Series,” said Mr. Keisuke Nakagawa -
Director, Consumer Marketing Division,
Panasonic.

“Customer satisfaction is a number one
priority for us at BEST Al-Yousifi
Electronics and we are proud that, through
the years, we have been able to build long-
lasting relationships with our clients through
partners like Panasonic.  We are excited to
include in our portfolio Panasonic’s U Series
steam irons as these new innovations will
highlight our commitment to offer only pre-
mium products, which will improve the lives
of households in Kuwait,” commented Omar
Massouh - Director, Corporate Marketing
& Public Relations at Easa Husain Al-Yousifi
Company. The Panasonic U Series steam
iron models are now available in in Kuwait
in all Al-Yousifi Electronics showrooms and
with all authorized distributors. 


